Geriatric Aide--CNA - AL131

**Section:** AL131 008192S Lindsborg  
**Section Type:** Lecture  
**Credit Hours:** 4.50  
**Course Description:** Fundamental knowledge of the aging process with emphasis on meeting the physical needs requirements of geriatric residents of health care facilities including ethics, communication, normal and aging body system functions, nutrition, diseases, observation skills, documentation, personal care skills and their adequate performance.  
**Course Notes:** Students must pass both theory and clinical portions; meets state requirements for Certified Nurse Aide state exam; 105 clock hours  
**Section Notes:** Students must pass both theory and clinical portions; meets state requirements for Certified Nurse Aide state exam; 105 clock hours  
Clinical Dates: May 21-22, 26-29 from 6:30-3:00 pm  
No Class May 25

**WHEN**  
Days: MTWRF  
Times: 08:00 AM - 04:30 PM  
Start Date: 05/12/2020  
End Date: 05/29/2020  
**WHERE**  
Face-to-Face  

**INSTRUCTOR**  
GAYE STACH  

**BOOKS**  
Title: CERTIFIED NURSE AIDE CURRICULUM GUIDELIN  
Author: KS DEPT OF HEALTH  
Required: Yes  
Title: WORKBOOK: NURSING ASSISTING A FOUNDATION 4TH Edition  
Author: DUGAN  
Required: Yes  
Title: NURSING ASSISTING A FOUNDATION IN CAREGI 4TH Edition  
Author: DUGAN  
Required: Yes